
Blubber Investigation

Many animals live their lives in extreme weather conditions. Blue whales, for example, migrate

between warm breeding waters and cold feeding waters near Antarctica and the Arctic.

Question: How do whales and other animals like polar bears or even penguins stay warm?

The ocean can be a chilly place, but there are many mammals who call it home!  Think about it for

a minute.

Question: How do some of our favorite mammals live in such cold conditions?

It is to do with something called blubber.

Let's test out how blubber works as an insulator right in the comfort of your home with this blubber

experiment. The word insulator may or may not be a new word for you. See if you can come up with

a definition of your own for it as we go through our blubber investigation.

Check your supplies:)

● Container/large bowl of water with ice cubes
● Shortening, petroleum jelly (like Vaseline), or margarine/butter
● 4 plastic storage bags (large enough for your hand) or plastic grocery bags
● hand towel or paper towels



What You Do:

1. Turn one of the plastic bags inside out and place it inside another bag.

2. Fill the space in between the two bags with a thick layer of shortening, petroleum jelly (like

Vaseline), or margarine, then zip the edges together. I'm using petroleum jelly.

Thinking: This is the test glove.

3. Make a “control” glove by putting the other two plastic bags inside each other. This will give

you the same amount of plastic, but with no extra substance shielding your hand from the cold

water.

Thinking: Ok so now we have a “test” glove and a “control” glove. The test glove has an added

feature to it that you want to test. The control group has no added feature.

4. Fill a large container with ice water. Make sure it’s deep enough to submerge your hand.

Thinking: We will pretend this is Arctic water which is very cold. That’s why we added the ice

cubes. Our two plastic bags will act as our pretend arctic mammals. One has blubber and one

does not. Now make a prediction. You already made a hypothesis about what blubber does

now let's extend that a little further by adding on a prediction of how long you can keep your

hand in the ice water. Which plastic “glove” will give us more time?

5. We are going to put our hand in the control glove and stick it in the ice water. Using a clock

or watch, see how long we can keep it in there before it gets too cold. Then record the results

in our science notebook or just some paper to write down your findings. (Use the towel to dry

o� the outside of the control glove, if needed).

Thinking:  How did your hand feel in the water? Did it get cold fast or did it take a while? Why

do you think that happened?



6. Now let’s put our same hand in the test glove and submerge it in the water. Once again, use

the stopwatch timer to time how long we can keep it in the ice water. Record our results.

Thinking: Was your hypothesis right? Were you able to keep your hand in the ice water longer

using the control glove or the test glove? What was the time di�erence?

Now that we have completed our investigation, how would you define an insulator? What does an

insulator do for mammals like polar bears?  I think you are on to something!

Although whales migrate between warmer and cooler waters, other animals, like seals, sea lions,

penguins, and polar bears, spend their entire lives in bitterly cold temperatures.

These animals have a thick layer of fat under their skin called blubber.

The blubber keeps them warm and also stores nutrients their body can use when they are in

environments where there isn’t much food.

The fat molecules in shortening, Vaseline (petroleum jelly), and margarine make them act a little like

blubber. Blubber helps keep animals warm because it acts as aninsulator.

An insulator slows down the transfer of heat, keeping the animal’s body heat from escaping into

the water and protecting it from the cold.

Can you think of any insulators you’ve used at home?

Hint: When you go outside to play on a snowy day, you probably wear some!

You can repeat this experiment by trying other materials as insulators like packing peanuts, rubber

bands, cotton balls, wool, sand, and feathers.


